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relation of cities (metropolitan districts) of the united states to
transportation by water
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This table shows that all of the sixteen largest cities in the United
States, by which we mean what the census calls metropolitan districts,
have important means of water transportation. Seven are genuine sea-
ports. Los Angeles, to be sure, made its early growth without the help
of navigation, but it felt the need of being a seaport so strongly that it
reached out 20 miles and built a harbor at San Pedro. It would never
have reached its present size if it had not become a seaport. Five more
of these great cities are on the Great Lakes, and the other four on the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers. It seems to be difficult, if not impossible,
for a city to reach the first rank in the United States unless it is located
at a favorable point on some great body of navigable water. Those that
have this advantage grow tremendously. The sixteen greatest metropoli-
tan districts of this kind shelter one-fourth of all the people in the United
States.
In the second line of the table we see that among cities of 350,000 to
700,000 a third are located beside oceans, lakes, or rivers open to ocean
vessels; and nearly a third are on rivers such as the Missouri, Ohio,
Potomac, and Connecticut. The remainder are commercial or manufac-
turing centers such as Atlanta, Birmingham, and Indianapolis, which get
no appreciable benefit from water transportation even if they are located
on rivers, like Springfield, Mass. But note that even Indianapolis, the
largest of the cities located away from such transportation, has only
418,000 people in its metropolitan district, whereas Kansas City and
Washington on navigable rivers both have over 600,000.
Among cities of the third and fourth classes in our table the propor-
tion without water transportation rises to approximately half. If the
table included the hundreds of small cities with 10,000 to 100,000 people,
the proportion without water transportation would be still greater, while

